October 27, 2011

Developer Meeting

Attendees:
Andrew Hunter (organizer)
Stefan Stein
Ehsan Mohammadi
Ebrahim Poorazizi

Minutes
Discussion/Action Item
Topic I- Demo of Elgg 1.7 functionality with plugins
 Groups- may be a good template for “development project”
 Events- through Google Maps
 Image Galleries
 Commenting and Like buttons (Hyperframework)
 Polls- but currently not working
 Checking for the (re-)styling capabilities of the interface (CSS)
 Discussion of Elgg 1.7 vs. 1.8
Topic II- Questions by Andrew
 How can we make the platform design place-centric (by case study location)?
 How could we integrate a "preference map" that allows to mark locations by pushpins
that are liked/disliked in a community or that are seen as problematic?
 How can we integrate a tool to upload photos and to rank and comment on those (with
a map location reference)?
 How could a tool look like that allows to compare and rank different development
scenarios (presented as images)?
Topic III- Design drafts/mock-ups for Platform Prototype Milestone I
 A tool that shows a map (within Elgg) that allows to add pushpins to the map with the
following functionalities:

Liking/disliking a locations

Adding comments to that pushpin/location

Browsing other submitted preferences/pushpins

Agree/disagreement options
 A tool that allows to upload pictures with the following functionalities:
 With/without a map location
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Allowing to publish the pictures
Allowing to comment and rank the pictures by others

A tool that allows to compare development scenarios based on images with the
following functionalities:
 Selection of scenario location or type of detail (e.g. House types, road types,
vegetation, etc.)
 Displaying several images at the same time (open question: how many per same
scenario and how many scenarios at the same time?)
 Rank and commenting options for each scenario

Topic IV- Discussion on Web page & PYP logo
 Restyling publication section
 The PYP logo documents will be available on the SVN
Topic V- Tasks
 Stefan:
 Drafts for 3 Mock-ups (see above) due to next meeting on Monday
 If time permits: test setup-up of development framework (LAMP Server, Aptana,
Subversion-Client to develop on Elgg locally)
 Check documentation for upgrade of Elgg 1.7 to 1.8, or
 Parallel install of 1.8 on server
Note: Stefan will work on the mock-up drafts tomorrow - the rest is encouraged to do so as
well if time permits. The goal is to reconcile those drafts on Monday, and then create the
final mock-ups in LucidChart ready for presentation on Friday.
 Ehsan
 Contacting Francisco: asking for PYP general page design, asking for “Mock-ups
of the development scenarios of a particular crossings”
 Drafts for 3 Mock-ups if possible
 Ebrahim:
 Other website ToDos,
 Drafts for 3 Mock-ups,
 Send PYP architecture draft to all (after Monday?)
Topic VI- Next meeting
Monday, October 31 2011:
 Merging/reconciling of mock-ups
 Further developments until workshop

